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We come together tonight to celebrate the latest achievement of a great 

Samoan writer, a man who loves his family, who holds staunchly to his 

values and convictions, is of beautiful mind and spirit, and can spin a 

great yarn.  Tonight we celebrate the epic achievements of Vela, and his 

formidable author, Albert Wendt. 

 

Albert’s reputation as Pacific literary icon now spans decades.  He has 

won several literary prizes and the 2010 regional Asia-Pacific 

Commonwealth Writer’s Award is the most prestigious.  This 

Commonwealth prize enhances and entrenches his place in the global 

literary milieu, where the names of literary giants are whispered with awe 

and envy. 

 

Last week our Manu Samoa Seven’s team won the Hong Kong Sevens, 

which is the premier Sevens Tournament of the series.  With only two 

more tournaments to go in the series, they are now the team with the 

highest points scored.  They have a real chance to win the series this year. 

 

On Tuesday this week David Tua convincingly beat his Nigerian 

opponent Friday Ahunanya in a come-back bid for the heavyweight 

championship of the world.  He too is now in with a real chance to 

contend the world title again. 
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Each of these wins has put Samoa in grand lights on the world stage.  We 

can’t help but wonder aloud: given Samoa’s size and population, is it 

luck, hubris or can we assume that we, in 2010, are God’s preferred 

people – I say ‘preferred’ rather than ‘chosen’ because it seems to have 

just that right tinge of acceptable modesty.  From this reference of 

euphoria we can point to Al’s recent achievement and be forgiven for 

declaring that Al has won the Commonwealth prize against a Nobel Prize 

winner!  But lest we get carried away, we should probably remind 

ourselves of the Samoan saying: o lalo lava e saili ai Malo (It is through 

humility that we achieve).  It is in our highest achievements that we 

recognise how puny we are and how much more we need to know. 

   

Vela is an epic of Homerian proportions.  Vela is the equivalent of the 

Greek heroes of Homer’s Iliad.  Greek heroes have permeated our 

learning curricula since contact.  Lest we have forgotten, today our 

Samoan Observer readers are faithfully provided with the exploits and 

dramas of the ancient Greeks each Sunday for their learning and 

admiration.   

 

Vela, as songmaker/storyteller/poet, traverses many places, seeing and 

making meaning, value and vision of people, events, places and 

environment; recounting his encounters with sting and gentleness, poetry 

and drama.  Through Vela Albert brings our Samoan legends – our heroes 

and villains – into the living rooms, psyches and aspirations of every 

young boy or girl who reads and loves a good drama.  Albert brings to 

life on the same page both the harsh realities and redeeming verities of 

our mortal characters.  The Samoan condition is mercilessly unpacked 

through shrewd wit, provoking a bevy of emotions that runs deep, 
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especially for those with a love and grasp of Samoan history and culture – 

Al did his homework well! 

  

Like Homer’s Iliad, Albert’s Vela, is thus Samoa and Samoans writ-large.  

The power of Vela is that our mythologies and heroes are now not only 

the inheritance of Samoans, but the inheritance of all in the reading 

world.  Al’s achievement with Vela is to bring to life for all time, the 

names and stories of our ancestors, their religions and beliefs for both the 

popular and scholarly imagination.  Writing in a language that blends 

without apology our references as Samoans, Albert speaks to both the 

scholarly and literary enthusiast.  Being able to speak to a number of 

audiences at the same time is potent and will ensure the longevity of our 

indigenous heroes.   

 

When asked by Hector why he was fighting the war against Troy, 

Achilles replied:  “They’ll be talking about this war in 1000 years”.  Still 

unsatisfied, Hector asks: “In 1000 years our dust will be gone”?  Achilles 

answers: “Yes, of course, but our names will remain”.  In Vela the images 

and names of our heroes – of Nafanua, Tagaloaalagi, Saveasiuleo; the 

images and names of our plants – of mosooi and laumaile; the images and 

names of our birds and trees – the ti’otala and aoa; will live.  The point is 

that Albert winning the Commonwealth prize means that they can live 

and thrive not just in the imaginations of Samoan readers but all readers.  

That is achievement worth celebrating and celebrating well! 

 

In thinking about what I should say tonight, I thought a lot about what it 

is that Albert has achieved for us as Samoans?  Well, Albert is Samoan.  

The hero of his prize winning book is Samoan.  The background, the 

history, the mythology, the chants, the poetry celebrated in the book is 
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Samoan.  The language and wit of the book is in many places 

idiosyncratically Samoan.  Al has achieved a lot.  He sheds light on what 

TS Eliott refers to as “the essential sameness of man”, while retaining the 

flavours and smells of being Samoan.   

 

You have to have a love for words to write the way Albert does.  You 

also have to have a love for your subject and a determination to probe the 

depths of its being.  This Albert has.  Writing is an art that many do but 

few master.  It takes discipline, passion and a lot of support.  It is without 

doubt that Albert’s loved ones, who have given him unconditional love 

and support throughout the years, have every right to be acknowledged in 

this achievement as he.  We salute you all. 

 

Albert’s prose, his poetry and vivid imagination, will live on in the 

rhythm and style of his writings, long after he is gone.  True enough, 

Albert’s Vela is mainly in English.  But it is, if I may say, a Samoan 

English, one that speaks to the soul.  The tragedy of losing a language is 

not that you lose words or expressions, but that you lose the soul and 

essence of a people’s history and culture – that which words and 

expressions record for memory and identity.   

 

Vela, despite its English languaging, retains the soul of its Samoan roots.  

Over 3000 languages are predicted to be lost during our lifetimes.  It is a 

tragedy if a people were to lose the spirit and mana of their ancestors and 

lands because they can’t hold onto their languages.  Language, in all its 

various forms, is the foundation and soul of nationhood and sovereignty.   

 

Tonight we celebrate also the faasoa, the gifting over of the knowledge 

and mana of our elders to a new generation.  We celebrate the mana of a 
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great writer and his ancestors; the mana of a good and decent man.  Mana 

is that quality that generates respect, affection, reverence and deference.  

True mana comes not by word but by deed.  When one imparts mana they 

breathe deference into the intellect and soul of those it touches.      

 

Tonight we celebrate also Albert coming home – literally and 

metaphorically.  Home for many is today the blend of a multiplicity of 

places, cultures and identities.  It is a place of comfort and peace.  In 

Vela, Albert shouts pride and respect for self, his cultures and nations.  In 

recognising Vela we recognise ourselves – warts and all.  Vela finds for 

us our Achilles heel, poking at it until we can no longer deny it exists.  

Vela forces us to acknowledge, as Albert eloquently says, that there are 

“smellocracies” in our lives, and that we can and should learn from them. 

 

Albert is a wayfinder of the kind that Wade Davis speaks of and has the 

gift of the intuitive mind that Albert Einstein believes a sacred gift.  

Einstein is recorded as saying: “The intuitive mind is a sacred gift and the 

rational mind is a faithful servant.  We have created a society that 

honours the servant and has forgotten the gift”.   

 

In studying indigenous Polynesian wayfinders, Wade Davis, points out 

that the Polynesian story “reveals so much about the issues and 

misconceptions” about navigation “that both inspire and haunt us to this 

day”.  He suggests that Polynesian wayfinders have “the sheer courage 

that true exploration implies, the brilliance of human adaptation, [and] the 

dark impact of conquest and colonialism.”  Davis says that “it reminds us, 

too, of the need always to be sceptical about the tenacious grip of 

academic orthodoxy”, to know that “knowledge is rarely completely 
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divorced from power”, and that “interpretation is too often an expression 

of convenience.”  

 

We thus celebrate in the victory of our wayfinders: Vela and Albert.  But 

as in Iliad, we must remind ourselves of the Samoan saying: e fa’i o 

Amouta, ae tali Amotai, ma le toe aso nai Moamoa (lit. if you win in 

Amouta then there is Amotai, but you have to keep in mind the final 

tournament in Moamoa).  The main message of this saying is: we cannot 

be carried away by the moment because the final day of reckoning awaits, 

i.e. there was the award in Sydney but the final tournament awaits in New 

Delhi.  Hence, we then would say in Samoan: e fa’i o le faiva o taua a o 

le faiva o tapua’i, lit. meaning, there is a culture of war and a culture of 

prayer.  With this, Samoa is in faanōnōmanū mode: that is, we are 

soothing the gods for their blessings.  In that mode we are reminded of 

the prophet Jeremiah who says that it is in God that we find redemption; 

and of the Samoan blessing, o māmā ma manū na, meaning, take our 

lungs which is source and symbol of the breath of life, which imparts to 

you and your mission the love and prayers of a grateful nation.   

 

God bless. 
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